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Seamaster - 27 £ 1

Description

This is a lovely example of a very popular cruiser fitted with a Vetus Diesel engine. She will comfortably sleep 4
in 2 cabins. Ideal for family cruises and relaxing days on the river. You will not be disappointed when arranging a
viewing. Please ring Samantha 01480 812225 for an appointment to visit. This boat and our location is on our
website www.boatinland.co.uk Forward Cabin has a 'V' berth which can be converted to seating and a double
berth very easily with storage below. Large windows allow in lots of natural light. Saloon with 'L' shaped seating
to port which will convert into a double berth. Cabinet on forward cabin wall has lots of storage space. Galley
opposite with Spinflo Gas cooker. There is also a microwave oven. 12v or 230v fridge. Pressurised hot and cold
water system with a calorifier 230v element. Heating is provided by a Propex gas blower heater. Ample storage
in units below and beside galley. Head is just aft of galley with a sea toilet fitted. Steps up to the cockpit with
seating along the back of the vessel which has storage space underneath and behind with a helm seat on the
port side with helm and instrument panel. * BSS 24/03/2023 * Vetus 40 Hp diesel engine in 2011. * Plastic fuel
tank and new stern gear. * 2 x domestic battery and 1 x starter battery (2018) * NASA Depth gauge installed *
Windows removed, renovated and resealed * Forward facing pedestal seats for cabin and crew fitted * Frost
heater fitted in engine bay * Canopy renovated and Hull cleaned 2019

Sales status: sold  Manufacturer: Seamaster

Model: 27  Year built: 1974

Length: 8.11 m  Beam: 2.8 m

Sale: On behalf of customer  Propulsion: Shaft-drive

Engine manufacturer: Vetus  No. of engines: 1

HP: 42  Fuel: Diesel

Material hull: GRP  Material deck: GRP

No. of cabins: 2  No. of berths: 4

WC &amp; bathrooms: yes
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